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Release Notes By Module
Framework The system no longer bans you from the EFI Pace refresh screen. 27.04-512

Framework The system now recognizes the Log In Automatically setting on the EFI Pace Login page. 27.04-422

Framework You can now add attachments up to 25MB in size. 27.04-186

User Interface When you click [Send Email] on the Report Properties pop-up page, the system no longer 

adds a link to your system user record in the message contents.

27.04-281

User Interface Translations for the third and fourth options of the Rounding Mode field on the 

Specifications tab of the Finishing Operation Detail page now appear correctly.

27.04-160

Accounts Payable The system now correctly displays the text for the Amount when you include a discount 

in a check.

27.04-486

Accounts Payable The AP Payments Register Post Process report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now returns 

data within a normal report display time.

27.04-452

Accounts Payable You can no longer sort the records on the Select Bills for Payment page. 27.04-346

Accounts Payable The system now properly refreshes the list of bill payment batches with the number of 

bills in the batch and the total bill amounts when you move a bill from one batch to 

another. 

27.04-160

Accounts Payable The system no longer adds commas to the check numbers on the Print Check report 

(print-check-form.rpt).

27.04-160

Accounts Receivable You can now post a payment for a customer that belongs to a customer group, even if 

the customer group includes a large number of Customer records.

27.04-469

Accounts Receivable The AR Detail report (aging-detail-report.rpt) now displays unapplied credit payments. 27.04-421

Accounts Receivable When you email customer statements (statement.rpt) and the customer is set to print 

only when a debit balance exists, then the system selects that Customer record only 

when it includes a debit balance.

27.04-367

Accounts Receivable The Sales Journal report (sales-journal.rpt) now correctly displays Extra amounts credited 

during the reported time period. 

27.04-160

Accounts Receivable The Cash Receipts Register report (cash-receipts-register.rpt) now correctly displays 

adjust off entries for deposits and discounts in the Summary Journal Entries sections.

27.04-160

Admin Console The Restart Appliance Services page is no longer blank. 27.04-359

Admin Console The Live Update option no longer displays an error message when you upgrade your EFI 

Pace system from a previous version 27 release.

27.04-321
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Admin Console The EFI Pace appliance now restarts based on the RESTARTAPPS value in the appliance 

properties.  

27.04-306

Bank Reconciliation If you have the appropriate permissions, you can now view and click [Update] on the 

Bank Statement Detail page once the statement is balanced (the Balanced field indicates 

Yes.) 

27.04-311

CRM The Add New Activity button ([+]) on the monthly view of the CRM calendar now displays 

the Add Activity pop-up page, even when you use a Firefox browser.

27.04-160

Customization Toolkit An "Unfortunate Occurrence"  error message no longer appears when a custom form 

references the same object multiple times.

27.04-492

Customization Toolkit The EFI Pace API SDK is now updated for the .Net/C# SDK sample project and includes the 

following:

1. It uses Microsoft SvcUtil.exe instead of wsdl.exe to generate more modern code. (The 

code size is smaller in size as compared to the one generated using wsdl.exe.)

2. It includes a code change & a config file that includes the following fixes:

 a. The code change in PaceClient.cs sets credentials in the http header.

 b. The app.config file contains an http binding node to set up basic authentication.

Please refer to the README.txt file for more information on how to build the project.

27.04-456

Customization Toolkit The system no longer reports a "Null Pointer Exception" error in the API log. 27.04-452

Customization Toolkit EFI Pace no longer displays an exception or warning in the API logs if you submit a field 

that does not exist for Read, Create and Update services.

27.04-418

Customization Toolkit When you add a User-Defined Field or User-Defined Object, or make changes in the 

Object Model Browser, the system now properly validates the cache.

27.04-368

Customization Toolkit You can now duplicate event handler definition objects that contain email actions and 

recipients.

27.04-324

Dashboard The Dashboard now displays calculations for Sales, Costs, and Gross Profit. 27.04-160

Estimating The system now uses the "stagger layouts" feature in both directions when calculating fit. 27.04-526

Estimating The system now uses the Cost Per M value from the speed table when calculating the 

finishing operation.

27.04-501

Estimating The system now uses the currency from the Customer record by default to populate the 

Currency field on the Estimate Quick Entry page.

27.04-442

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now displays the estimating email address 

from the Company record, if available. 

27.04-429

Estimating You can now force the number up on an estimate with an odd press form without error. 27.04-424
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Estimating When you add quantities to an estimate, all quantities appear on the Estimate Ink Detail 

page.

27.04-409

Estimating When you set the run method on an estimate to "work and turn" or "work and tumble" 

and then change the estimate specifications, the system updates the run method as 

needed.

27.04-408

Estimating The Manual Cross Tab Copy feature (green arrow) on the Estimate Paper Detail page now 

works correctly.

27.04-406

Estimating When selecting a press for an estimate, the system now considers all valid presses, even 

if  the press includes the "Stagger ok" setting.

27.04-395

Estimating Alternate print methods now include makeready for the press when calculating the 

amount required.

27.04-394

Estimating The system no longer display an error message when you convert an estimate to a job 

while logged in as a user who does not have write access to the Sequence field on the 

Estimate Part record.

27.04-390

Estimating When you convert an estimate with roll stock to a job, the system now correctly includes 

the total pounds of paper required in the job material planned quantity.

27.04-389

Estimating The system no longer displays an error on the Quoted Price Per Addl Each field when you 

recalculate an estimate.

27.04-384

Estimating The system no longer displays an error or assigns the part to the wrong estimate when 

you add a new part from the context navigational menu. 

27.04-361

Estimating You can now convert an estimate that contains a quote item with a quantity multiplier 

value of zero.

27.04-355

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer duplicates the job materials 

created by the estimate finishing materials.

27.03-328

Estimating The system now correctly calculates the number of press sheets when the number up 

exceeds the number of signatures and there are wasted positions on the sheet.

Example:  For a quantity ordered of 1000, each of 3, printing 20 up, the system utilizes 18 

positions on the sheet (wasting 2,) which results in 167 press sheets.

27.04-314

Estimating You can now add multiple quantities on an estimate that includes multi-web parts. 27.04-307

Estimating When you force the buy size in an estimate that contains an odd press form, the system 

now uses the correct press calculations.

27.04-298

Estimating The Estimate Capture Analysis report (estimate-capture-analysis.rpt) now displays the 

correct capture ratio percentage.

27.04-296

Estimating The system now displays all estimate parts with "null" sequence values in the header and 

details of the Estimate Summary Report (estimate-summary.rpt).

27.04-295
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Estimating When you force a buy size on the Estimate Paper Detail page, the system now populates 

the grain setting from the Paper Size record.

27.04-270

Estimating When you unforce the number of passes on an estimate, the system no longer displays a 

"Divide by zero" error message.

26.04-160

Estimating You can now add a blank part from the Estimate Detail page (or its context navigational 

menu) without first selecting an existing Estimate Part record.

27.04-160

Estimating The system no longer displays an incorrect error message regarding end date being after 

start the date.

27.04-160

Estimating The system now correctly calculates bindery-only parts with a production type of "Wide 

Format."

27.04-160

General Ledger The system now prints all values in the "%" column of the General Ledger Income 

Statement (income-statement.rpt).

27.04-196

General Ledger The General Ledger Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer truncates the 

employee ID in the "Reference 1" column.

27.04-160

General Ledger If the debits and credits on a journal entry batch do not net a zero amount, EFI Pace now 

displays the net difference in a warning message.

27.04-160

General Ledger The system now numerically sorts the drop-down menu for report parameters. 27.04-160

Integration The system no longer displays an "Invalid port number" error message if your network 

location port contains numeric data in the German format.

27.04-160

Inventory The system no longer displays a negative value (or incorrectly subtracts) in the Qty in 

Production field when the actual received quantity is greater than the original Ship To 

Inventory quantity. Instead, the system uses the original Ship To Inventory quantity to 

calculate the value, since the original Qty in Production value is based on the Ship To 

Inventory quantity.

27.04-517

Inventory When you receive a purchase order for an inventory item using a purchasing Unit of 

Measure other than the default, the system correctly calculates the quantity and price in 

the inventory transaction. 

27.04-344

Job Billing The system no longer double taxes taxable freight and handling within the TDS Sales Tax 

integration.

27.04-521

Job Billing For value-added job billing commission basis types, the system now uses the value-added 

estimate quote items in the estimate results commission calculations.

27.04-507

Job Billing When you change the tax distribution method on an invoice, the system no longer 

generates additional sales commission distribution lines. 

27.04-499
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Job Billing The system now recognizes the taxable code on the Invoice Info tab of the Invoice Detail 

page, and uses that code in conjunction with the tax distribution method to properly 

calculate the tax amount on the invoice. 

27.04-495

Job Billing When you modify an invoice with a calculated tax amount to apply a deposit, the system 

no longer sets the calculated tax amount to $0.00. 

27.04-495

Job Billing When you set the tax distribution method to "None", and then modify the tax base on 

the Invoice Detail page, the system now correctly calculates the tax amount. 

27.04-495

Job Billing You can now select and view details of any invoice without error. 27.04-416

Job Billing Format 2 of the Invoice report (invoice-format2.rpt) and the Invoice Reprint (invoice-

reprint-format2.rpt) now display the appropriate address for the Ship To Contact in the 

header of the reports.

27.04-408

Job Billing When you enter an invoice, if you set the sales tax distribution method to auto-calculate, 

then the system now automatically creates a sales tax distribution line that includes the 

customer sales tax information.

27.04-393

Job Billing When you enter an invoice, the system populates the sales tax code, the taxable code, 

the tax base, the tax amount and the tax rate on the tax distribution line (if set to auto-

calculate).

27.04-385

Job Billing The system populates the invoice number only when you check the box in the Number 

Invoice On Add field on the Job Type Detail page.

27.04-383

Job Billing When you create an invoice via the Auto Job Billing feature, the system now distributes 

the tax and commission on the sales distribution as indicated in the billing options for the 

job type.

27.04-381

Job Billing If you manually enter tax on any invoice, the system displays the same amount in the 

Total Sales Tax field in Tax Distribution group box as the total tax amount on invoice. 

27.04-373

Job Billing The system no longer automatically posts customer invoices if the Auto Post Invoices 

Below field on the Customer Type record is blank. 

27.04-331

Job Billing You can now post invoice with deposits entered prior to the 27.04 upgrade of EFI Pace, 

regardless of whether you enabled the Allow Manual Deposits feature.

27.04-325

Job Billing The Job Billing module now includes the correct VAT tax calculations. 27.04-311

Job Billing The system now displays the correct base currency symbols for processed and posted 

invoice results.

27.04-160

Job Billing The Invoice Add From Job Part pop-up page now includes an Add button next to the 

Invoice Batch field that enables you to add a new invoice batch.

27.04-160

Job Billing The system no longer displays a message regarding forced values when you reverse a 

posted invoice.

27.04-160
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Job Billing The system no longer displays inactive invoice extra types in the drop-down list on the 

Invoice Detail page.

27.04-160

Job Control Center When you change a field value (such as the description) on the Job Material record, the 

system now retains the vendor information.

27.04-377

Job Control Center The system now retains Job Component records even after you reconvert an estimate. 27.04-349

Job Control Center You can now select (drag) eligible job contacts from the Navigator pane to the email 

fields on the Job Email Detail page.

27.04-314

Job Control Center The system now uses the invoice extra total to populate the Billed Extras Amt field on 

the Billing tab of the Job Part Detail page by default.

27.04-217

Job Control Center Version 2 of the Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now correctly displays 

the "Cut To" value, instead of a formula error.

27.04-160

Job Costing You can now edit the "Date Expensed" value on a posted job cost. 27.04-518

Job Costing When you post job costs that generate automatic WIP general ledger entries, the system 

now posts the WIP credit to the correct WIP credit account (that you specify on the 

activity code).

27.04-465

Job Costing When you add an invoice extra type, the system now correctly populates the sales 

category field, and the sales category assigned to the activity code is now visible on the 

Activity Code Detail page.

27.04-365

Job Costing When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now creates actual job costs as 

configured for the applicable activity codes.

26.04-160

Job Costing The system now uses the value from the Billed Amount field on the Job Part Detail page 

to populate the COGS report (cogs-report.rpt).

27.04-160

Job Shipments The Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) now displays the Ship To 

address, even when City, State, and Zip fields are blank.

27.04-366

Job Shipments The system now displays the Ship To phone number on the Delivery Ticket v2 report 

(jobcontrol-delivery-receipt-v2.rpt), from the Job Shipment record, when available.

27.04-281

Job Shipments When you add a skid and more than one carton to the skid, the Skid Packing Slip report 

(skid-packing-slip.rpt) no longer duplicates the carton grid for each carton in the skid.

27.04-196

Licensing The system no longer includes users who run only a Crystal Clear report within EFI Pace in 

the user license usage count.

27.04-475

Multi-Object Impoter The system no longer displays an error message when you import a spreadsheet with a 

blank header.

27.04-411

Multi-Object Impoter The system no longer displays an invalid error message that references the primary key 

when you update data via the Multi-Object Importer.

27.04-347
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PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

The system now populates all job cost transactions with end dates and stop times. Also, 

the system sets job plan statuses to "Process Complete" when completed through Auto-

Count.

27.04-488

PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

When Auto-Count material transactions create inventory lines, the system now checks 

the box in the Postable field if you uncheck the box in the Require Signout To Post DC 

Pulls field on the Inventory Setup Detail page.

27.04-480

PaceStation The system performance is now improved when you export PaceStation inquiry results to 

Excel.

27.04-474

PaceStation If you toggle between two filters that contain an "OR" statement and a filter value 

greater than or equal to 1, the system no longer displays the message, "The value fields 

are incorrect", null."

27.04-267

PaceStation Additional options for a hidden field no longer appear so that the system no longer 

misaligns inquiry columns.

27.04-160

Price List Quoting When you convert an estimate with estimate items to a job, the system now calculates 

the job part item quantity from the estimate item price quantity by default.

27.04-262

Purchasing The Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) now displays the company name and 

address on the appropriate lines in the heading. 

27.04-474

Purchasing The system now saves any purchase order you add from the Job Material Detail page. 27.04-369

Purchasing When you edit a PO Line Item Type record, the system reapplies the default field values 

accordingly.

27.04-282

Purchasing You can now use the following search criteria on the Auto Create Purchase Order page:

  * Inventory Item Type

  * Job Material

  * Vendor

  * Job

  * Job Part

  * Customer

You can also sort the search results based on the following: 

  * Vendor

  * Job

  * Job Part

  * Date Required

27.04-273

Purchasing When you add a purchase order for a vendor without defining a default "Ship To" 

contact, the system no longer displays a "500" error message.

27.04-229

Purchasing When you add a purchase order, the system now uses the default "Ship To" value on the 

Vendor record if you do not define a default "Ship From" contact.

27.04-229

Purchasing The system now correctly rounds values in purchase order lines. 27.04-218
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Purchasing The system now uses the the Ship To contact location on the Vendor record to 

automatically populate the Ship To location on the Purchase Order record.

27.04-217

Purchasing The system now correctly calculates the extended price for purchase order lines that 

include paper sheets.

27.04-160

Reports The system now outputs custom reports in .html format by default. 27.04-476

Upgrade The performance of the EFI Pace Upgrade process has substantially increased. 27.04-478
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Estimating The system now uses the "stagger layouts" feature in both directions when calculating fit. 27.04-526

Job Billing The system no longer double taxes taxable freight and handling within the TDS Sales Tax 

integration.

27.04-521

Job Costing You can now edit the "Date Expensed" value on a posted job cost. 27.04-518

Inventory The system no longer displays a negative value (or incorrectly subtracts) in the Qty in 

Production field when the actual received quantity is greater than the original Ship To 

Inventory quantity. Instead, the system uses the original Ship To Inventory quantity to 

calculate the value, since the original Qty in Production value is based on the Ship To 

Inventory quantity.

27.04-517

Framework The system no longer bans you from the EFI Pace refresh screen. 27.04-512

Job Billing For value-added job billing commission basis types, the system now uses the value-added 

estimate quote items in the estimate results commission calculations.

27.04-507

Estimating The system now uses the Cost Per M value from the speed table when calculating the 

finishing operation.

27.04-501

Job Billing When you change the tax distribution method on an invoice, the system no longer 

generates additional sales commission distribution lines. 

27.04-499

Job Billing The system now recognizes the taxable code on the Invoice Info tab of the Invoice Detail 

page, and uses that code in conjunction with the tax distribution method to properly 

calculate the tax amount on the invoice. 

27.04-495

Job Billing When you modify an invoice with a calculated tax amount to apply a deposit, the system 

no longer sets the calculated tax amount to $0.00. 

27.04-495

Job Billing When you set the tax distribution method to "None", and then modify the tax base on 

the Invoice Detail page, the system now correctly calculates the tax amount. 

27.04-495

Customization Toolkit An "Unfortunate Occurrence"  error message no longer appears when a custom form 

references the same object multiple times.

27.04-492

PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

The system now populates all job cost transactions with end dates and stop times. Also, 

the system sets job plan statuses to "Process Complete" when completed through Auto-

Count.

27.04-488

Accounts Payable The system now correctly displays the text for the Amount when you include a discount 

in a check.

27.04-486

PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

When Auto-Count material transactions create inventory lines, the system now checks 

the box in the Postable field if you uncheck the box in the Require Signout To Post DC 

Pulls field on the Inventory Setup Detail page.

27.04-480
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Upgrade The performance of the EFI Pace Upgrade process has substantially increased. 27.04-478

Reports The system now outputs custom reports in .html format by default. 27.04-476

Licensing The system no longer includes users who run only a Crystal Clear report within EFI Pace in 

the user license usage count.

27.04-475

PaceStation The system performance is now improved when you export PaceStation inquiry results to 

Excel.

27.04-474

Purchasing The Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) now displays the company name and 

address on the appropriate lines in the heading. 

27.04-474

Accounts Receivable You can now post a payment for a customer that belongs to a customer group, even if 

the customer group includes a large number of Customer records.

27.04-469

Job Costing When you post job costs that generate automatic WIP general ledger entries, the system 

now posts the WIP credit to the correct WIP credit account (that you specify on the 

activity code).

27.04-465

Customization Toolkit The EFI Pace API SDK is now updated for the .Net/C# SDK sample project and includes the 

following:

1. It uses Microsoft SvcUtil.exe instead of wsdl.exe to generate more modern code. (The 

code size is smaller in size as compared to the one generated using wsdl.exe.)

2. It includes a code change & a config file that includes the following fixes:

 a. The code change in PaceClient.cs sets credentials in the http header.

 b. The app.config file contains an http binding node to set up basic authentication.

Please refer to the README.txt file for more information on how to build the project.

27.04-456

Accounts Payable The AP Payments Register Post Process report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now returns 

data within a normal report display time.

27.04-452

Customization Toolkit The system no longer reports a "Null Pointer Exception" error in the API log. 27.04-452

Estimating The system now uses the currency from the Customer record by default to populate the 

Currency field on the Estimate Quick Entry page.

27.04-442

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now displays the estimating email address 

from the Company record, if available. 

27.04-429

Estimating You can now force the number up on an estimate with an odd press form without error. 27.04-424

Framework The system now recognizes the Log In Automatically setting on the EFI Pace Login page. 27.04-422

Accounts Receivable The AR Detail report (aging-detail-report.rpt) now displays unapplied credit payments. 27.04-421
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Customization Toolkit EFI Pace no longer displays an exception or warning in the API logs if you submit a field 

that does not exist for Read, Create and Update services.

27.04-418

Job Billing You can now select and view details of any invoice without error. 27.04-416

Multi-Object Impoter The system no longer displays an error message when you import a spreadsheet with a 

blank header.

27.04-411

Estimating When you add quantities to an estimate, all quantities appear on the Estimate Ink Detail 

page.

27.04-409

Estimating When you set the run method on an estimate to "work and turn" or "work and tumble" 

and then change the estimate specifications, the system updates the run method as 

needed.

27.04-408

Job Billing Format 2 of the Invoice report (invoice-format2.rpt) and the Invoice Reprint (invoice-

reprint-format2.rpt) now display the appropriate address for the Ship To Contact in the 

header of the reports.

27.04-408

Estimating The Manual Cross Tab Copy feature (green arrow) on the Estimate Paper Detail page now 

works correctly.

27.04-406

Estimating When selecting a press for an estimate, the system now considers all valid presses, even 

if  the press includes the "Stagger ok" setting.

27.04-395

Estimating Alternate print methods now include makeready for the press when calculating the 

amount required.

27.04-394

Job Billing When you enter an invoice, if you set the sales tax distribution method to auto-calculate, 

then the system now automatically creates a sales tax distribution line that includes the 

customer sales tax information.

27.04-393

Estimating The system no longer display an error message when you convert an estimate to a job 

while logged in as a user who does not have write access to the Sequence field on the 

Estimate Part record.

27.04-390

Estimating When you convert an estimate with roll stock to a job, the system now correctly includes 

the total pounds of paper required in the job material planned quantity.

27.04-389

Job Billing When you enter an invoice, the system populates the sales tax code, the taxable code, 

the tax base, the tax amount and the tax rate on the tax distribution line (if set to auto-

calculate).

27.04-385

Estimating The system no longer displays an error on the Quoted Price Per Addl Each field when you 

recalculate an estimate.

27.04-384

Job Billing The system populates the invoice number only when you check the box in the Number 

Invoice On Add field on the Job Type Detail page.

27.04-383
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Job Billing When you create an invoice via the Auto Job Billing feature, the system now distributes 

the tax and commission on the sales distribution as indicated in the billing options for the 

job type.

27.04-381

Job Control Center When you change a field value (such as the description) on the Job Material record, the 

system now retains the vendor information.

27.04-377

Job Billing If you manually enter tax on any invoice, the system displays the same amount in the 

Total Sales Tax field in Tax Distribution group box as the total tax amount on invoice. 

27.04-373

Purchasing The system now saves any purchase order you add from the Job Material Detail page. 27.04-369

Customization Toolkit When you add a User-Defined Field or User-Defined Object, or make changes in the 

Object Model Browser, the system now properly validates the cache.

27.04-368

Accounts Receivable When you email customer statements (statement.rpt) and the customer is set to print 

only when a debit balance exists, then the system selects that Customer record only 

when it includes a debit balance.

27.04-367

Job Shipments The Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) now displays the Ship To 

address, even when City, State, and Zip fields are blank.

27.04-366

Job Costing When you add an invoice extra type, the system now correctly populates the sales 

category field, and the sales category assigned to the activity code is now visible on the 

Activity Code Detail page.

27.04-365

Estimating The system no longer displays an error or assigns the part to the wrong estimate when 

you add a new part from the context navigational menu. 

27.04-361

Admin Console The Restart Appliance Services page is no longer blank. 27.04-359

Estimating You can now convert an estimate that contains a quote item with a quantity multiplier 

value of zero.

27.04-355

Job Control Center The system now retains Job Component records even after you reconvert an estimate. 27.04-349

Multi-Object Impoter The system no longer displays an invalid error message that references the primary key 

when you update data via the Multi-Object Importer.

27.04-347

Accounts Payable You can no longer sort the records on the Select Bills for Payment page. 27.04-346

Inventory When you receive a purchase order for an inventory item using a purchasing Unit of 

Measure other than the default, the system correctly calculates the quantity and price in 

the inventory transaction. 

27.04-344

Job Billing The system no longer automatically posts customer invoices if the Auto Post Invoices 

Below field on the Customer Type record is blank. 

27.04-331
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Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer duplicates the job materials 

created by the estimate finishing materials.

27.03-328

Job Billing You can now post invoice with deposits entered prior to the 27.04 upgrade of EFI Pace, 

regardless of whether you enabled the Allow Manual Deposits feature.

27.04-325

Customization Toolkit You can now duplicate event handler definition objects that contain email actions and 

recipients.

27.04-324

Admin Console The Live Update option no longer displays an error message when you upgrade your EFI 

Pace system from a previous version 27 release.

27.04-321

Estimating The system now correctly calculates the number of press sheets when the number up 

exceeds the number of signatures and there are wasted positions on the sheet.

Example:  For a quantity ordered of 1000, each of 3, printing 20 up, the system utilizes 18 

positions on the sheet (wasting 2,) which results in 167 press sheets.

27.04-314

Job Control Center You can now select (drag) eligible job contacts from the Navigator pane to the email 

fields on the Job Email Detail page.

27.04-314

Bank Reconciliation If you have the appropriate permissions, you can now view and click [Update] on the 

Bank Statement Detail page once the statement is balanced (the Balanced field indicates 

Yes.) 

27.04-311

Job Billing The Job Billing module now includes the correct VAT tax calculations. 27.04-311

Estimating You can now add multiple quantities on an estimate that includes multi-web parts. 27.04-307

Admin Console The EFI Pace appliance now restarts based on the RESTARTAPPS value in the appliance 

properties.  

27.04-306

Estimating When you force the buy size in an estimate that contains an odd press form, the system 

now uses the correct press calculations.

27.04-298

Estimating The Estimate Capture Analysis report (estimate-capture-analysis.rpt) now displays the 

correct capture ratio percentage.

27.04-296

Estimating The system now displays all estimate parts with "null" sequence values in the header and 

details of the Estimate Summary Report (estimate-summary.rpt).

27.04-295

Purchasing When you edit a PO Line Item Type record, the system reapplies the default field values 

accordingly.

27.04-282

Job Shipments The system now displays the Ship To phone number on the Delivery Ticket v2 report 

(jobcontrol-delivery-receipt-v2.rpt), from the Job Shipment record, when available.

27.04-281

User Interface When you click [Send Email] on the Report Properties pop-up page, the system no longer 

adds a link to your system user record in the message contents.

27.04-281
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Purchasing You can now use the following search criteria on the Auto Create Purchase Order page:

  * Inventory Item Type

  * Job Material

  * Vendor

  * Job

  * Job Part

  * Customer

You can also sort the search results based on the following: 

  * Vendor

  * Job

  * Job Part

  * Date Required

27.04-273

Estimating When you force a buy size on the Estimate Paper Detail page, the system now populates 

the grain setting from the Paper Size record.

27.04-270

PaceStation If you toggle between two filters that contain an "OR" statement and a filter value 

greater than or equal to 1, the system no longer displays the message, "The value fields 

are incorrect", null."

27.04-267

Price List Quoting When you convert an estimate with estimate items to a job, the system now calculates 

the job part item quantity from the estimate item price quantity by default.

27.04-262

Purchasing When you add a purchase order for a vendor without defining a default "Ship To" 

contact, the system no longer displays a "500" error message.

27.04-229

Purchasing When you add a purchase order, the system now uses the default "Ship To" value on the 

Vendor record if you do not define a default "Ship From" contact.

27.04-229

Purchasing The system now correctly rounds values in purchase order lines. 27.04-218

Job Control Center The system now uses the invoice extra total to populate the Billed Extras Amt field on 

the Billing tab of the Job Part Detail page by default.

27.04-217

Purchasing The system now uses the the Ship To contact location on the Vendor record to 

automatically populate the Ship To location on the Purchase Order record.

27.04-217

General Ledger The system now prints all values in the "%" column of the General Ledger Income 

Statement (income-statement.rpt).

27.04-196

Job Shipments When you add a skid and more than one carton to the skid, the Skid Packing Slip report 

(skid-packing-slip.rpt) no longer duplicates the carton grid for each carton in the skid.

27.04-196

Framework You can now add attachments up to 25MB in size. 27.04-186

Accounts Payable The system now properly refreshes the list of bill payment batches with the number of 

bills in the batch and the total bill amounts when you move a bill from one batch to 

another. 

27.04-160
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Accounts Payable The system no longer adds commas to the check numbers on the Print Check report 

(print-check-form.rpt).

27.04-160

Accounts Receivable The Sales Journal report (sales-journal.rpt) now correctly displays Extra amounts credited 

during the reported time period. 

27.04-160

Accounts Receivable The Cash Receipts Register report (cash-receipts-register.rpt) now correctly displays 

adjust off entries for deposits and discounts in the Summary Journal Entries sections.

27.04-160

CRM The Add New Activity button ([+]) on the monthly view of the CRM calendar now displays 

the Add Activity pop-up page, even when you use a Firefox browser.

27.04-160

Dashboard The Dashboard now displays calculations for Sales, Costs, and Gross Profit. 27.04-160

Estimating The system no longer displays an incorrect error message regarding end date being after 

start the date.

27.04-160

Estimating When you unforce the number of passes on an estimate, the system no longer displays a 

"Divide by zero" error message.

26.04-160

Estimating You can now add a blank part from the Estimate Detail page (or its context navigational 

menu) without first selecting an existing Estimate Part record.

27.04-160

Estimating The system now correctly calculates bindery-only parts with a production type of "Wide 

Format."

27.04-160

General Ledger The General Ledger Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer truncates the 

employee ID in the "Reference 1" column.

27.04-160

General Ledger If the debits and credits on a journal entry batch do not net a zero amount, EFI Pace now 

displays the net difference in a warning message.

27.04-160

General Ledger The system now numerically sorts the drop-down menu for report parameters. 27.04-160

Integration The system no longer displays an "Invalid port number" error message if your network 

location port contains numeric data in the German format.

27.04-160

Job Billing The system now displays the correct base currency symbols for processed and posted 

invoice results.

27.04-160

Job Billing The Invoice Add From Job Part pop-up page now includes an Add button next to the 

Invoice Batch field that enables you to add a new invoice batch.

27.04-160

Job Billing The system no longer displays a message regarding forced values when you reverse a 

posted invoice.

27.04-160

Job Billing The system no longer displays inactive invoice extra types in the drop-down list on the 

Invoice Detail page.

27.04-160
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Job Control Center Version 2 of the Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now correctly displays 

the "Cut To" value, instead of a formula error.

27.04-160

Job Costing When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now creates actual job costs as 

configured for the applicable activity codes.

26.04-160

Job Costing The system now uses the value from the Billed Amount field on the Job Part Detail page 

to populate the COGS report (cogs-report.rpt).

27.04-160

PaceStation Additional options for a hidden field no longer appear so that the system no longer 

misaligns inquiry columns.

27.04-160

Purchasing The system now correctly calculates the extended price for purchase order lines that 

include paper sheets.

27.04-160

User Interface Translations for the third and fourth options of the Rounding Mode field on the 

Specifications tab of the Finishing Operation Detail page now appear correctly.

27.04-160


